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Abstract Nowadays, knowledge discovered from educa-
tional data sets plays an important role in educational
decision making support. One kind of such knowledge that
enables us to get insights into our students’ characteristics
is cluster models generated by a clustering task. Each clus-
ter model presents the groups of similar students by several
aspects such as study performance, behavior, skill, etc. Many
recent educational data clustering works used the existing
algorithms like k-means, expectation–maximization, spec-
tral clustering, etc. Nevertheless, none of them considered
the incompleteness of the educational data gathered in an
academic credit system although incomplete data handling
was figured out well with several different general-purpose
solutions. Unfortunately, early in-trouble student detection
normally faces data incompleteness as we have collected
and processed the study results of the second-, third-, and
fourth-year students who have not yet accomplished the pro-
gram as of that moment. In this situation, the clustering task
becomes an inevitable incomplete educational data clustering
task. Hence, our work focuses on an incomplete educational
data clustering approach to the aforementioned task. Fol-
lowing kernel-based vector quantization, we define a robust
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effective simple solution, named VQ_fk_nps, which is able
to not only handle ubiquitous data incompleteness in an iter-
ative manner using the nearest prototype strategy but also
optimize the clusters in the feature space to reach the result-
ing clusters with arbitrary shapes in the data space. As shown
through the experimental results on real educational data sets,
the clusters from our solution have better cluster quality as
compared to some existing approaches.
Keywords Incomplete data clustering · Educational
data mining · Kernel-based vector quantization · Nearest
prototype strategy · Non-spherical cluster
1 Introduction
Educational data mining is nowadays well known world-
wide for discovering knowledge hidden in educational data
to support educational decisionmaking. As one of the widely
used mining tasks, educational data clustering has been
considered with many different student-related aspects in
[4,5,11–13,15,18,20–22,26] formany various purposes. For
example, discovering the groups of similar students is based
on study performance in [11], learning behavior in [15], skill
in [18], preference in [26], etc. A variety of data have been
collected andprocessed for clustering the students. For exam-
ple, Bogarín et al. [4] used data of the undergraduate students
in an online course using Moodle and Zakrzewska [26] got
data about the undergraduate and graduate students partic-
ipating in the experiments in online collaboration also on
Moodle, Refs. [5,11,20] clustered the data of undergraduate
students and courses in a few years, Jayabal and Ramanathan
[12] analyzed the 10th grade data, Kerr and Chung [13]
extracted the student performance features from log data in
educational video games and simulations, Li and Yoo [15]
used the data recorded from each student’s actual lab experi-
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ence, and so on. Among these related works, only Inyang and
Joshua [11] has presented the handling of incomplete data by
deleting themissing results in the courseswhile theothers had
no mention of incomplete data issues. If the number of miss-
ing values is small, ignoring them might have no impact on
the performance of the clustering task. Otherwise, the effec-
tiveness of the clustering task might be influenced by data
insufficiency. In addition, incomplete data are ubiquitous in
the data gathered in an academic credit system, especially in
the case we would like to provide any appropriate support to
the students as soon as possible in the second, third, or fourth
year of their study period. So, our work in this paper is ded-
icated to a clustering task on incomplete educational data.
Despite such a lack of incomplete data handling for an
educational data clustering task, we are aware of many exist-
ing works on incomplete data clustering in general such as
[1,2,7–9,23,25,27]. Among these works, Refs. [1,2,9,23,
27] updated incomplete data while doing data clustering,
Wang [25] translated incomplete data into so-called fuzzy
observations before generating clusters, and Refs. [7,8]
estimated incomplete data after attaining clusters. Thus,
it can be seen that Wang [25] handled incomplete data
in the preprocessing phase of the clustering task, Refs.
[1,2,9,23,27] tackled incomplete data in the clustering phase
of the clustering task, and Refs. [7,8] performed post-
processing incomplete data after the clustering task was
done. Furthermore, some existing works such as Refs. [9,27]
have constrained the resulting shapes of the clusters. Fuzzy
c-means, mean-shift clustering, and the self-organizing map
(SOM) learning algorithm are some examples which have
been enhanced for incomplete data clustering. Nonetheless,
it is hard for us to foresee which incomplete data handling
techniques are certainly appropriate for a particular applica-
tion domain and also work well with any existing learning
algorithms. Therefore, a study of handling incomplete data
in a clustering task is needed to attain an effective cluster
model in general and in the education domain.
Based on the motivations stated previously, we con-
centrate on a solution to the incomplete educational data
clustering task in an academic credit system. In particu-
lar, we define a kernel-based vector quantization approach
to effectively clustering incomplete educational data where
incompleteness can be present in any data record at any
dimension. Indeed, this work is an extended version of the
work previously proposed in [24] where we focused on an
effective algorithmic framework for incomplete educational
data clustering and illustrated the applicability of the frame-
work with the two proposed algorithms: K_nps and S_nps.
K_nps followed the partitioning approach while S_nps did
the neural network-based approach. Both of them utilized
the nearest prototype strategy for incomplete data updates
while do clustering within our proposed algorithmic frame-
work. Like K_nps and S_nps, this work is also based on
the proposed framework in [24]; however, defines a new
approach using kernel-based vector quantization proposed
in [10] and the nearest prototype strategy to handle the ubiq-
uity of incomplete data. The resulting algorithm, named
VQ_fk_nps, is our novel incomplete educational data clus-
tering approach as compared to the algorithms K_nps and
S_nps which have been achieved in [24]. As compared to
K_nps and S_nps, VQ_fk_nps is capable of forming the
groups of the similar students which are the clusters with
non-spherical shapes in the data space corresponding to the
spherical clusters in the feature space. Via the experimental
results on real educational data sets with internal clustering
validation measures, VQ_fk_nps is confirmed to outperform
several existing approaches and thus, be effective for incom-
plete educational data clustering. Besides, the incomplete
data sets that become completed after the data clustering task
can be utilized in othermining tasks such as classification and
association analysis.
2 Kernel-based vector quantization for incomplete
educational data clustering
2.1 Incomplete educational data clustering task
definition
To be self-contained, an incomplete educational data clus-
tering task is re-stated in this subsection although first
introduced in [24]. This task is a performance-based student
clustering task in an academic credit system.
Our educational data mining is dedicated to regular under-
graduate students being studying at a university using an
academic credit system.During the period of study time, each
student has a study status andmight face many difficult prob-
lems that would influence their study and thenmake them fail
to get a degree from the university. Therefore, we would like
to support the current undergraduate students appropriately
by examining the cases of the similar students in the past. This
leads us to the necessity of grouping the students according to
their similar study results, i.e. a performance-based student
clustering task considered in this paper.
The input of the task is a set D of data vectors each of
which represents a student. Dimensions of each vector cor-
respond to the subjects each student has to successfully study
to accomplish the program.Avalue of each vector at a dimen-
sion is a grade that the student gets after taking a subject. If the
student has not yet taken a subject, its grade is not available
and its value at the corresponding dimension is incomplete.
Thus, the study performance of each student is reflected
through the values of the corresponding vector. In general, D
is specifiedwith n data vectors in a p-dimensional data space:
D = {X1, X2, . . ., Xn}where X j = (x j,1, x j,2, . . ., x j,p)
for j = 1, . . . , n.
The output of the task is a collection of clusters each of
which has some similar data vectors. Indeed, each cluster rep-
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resents a group of the students who have similar study perfor-
mance. Therefore, they can be considered in the similar cases.
In practice, data gathered in a flexible academic credit
system are incomplete. Such data incompleteness is the pecu-
liarity that makes our task challenging. As discussed in [24],
incomplete data can exist in any vector at any dimension in
the educational data sets archived within an academic credit
system. That is: ∀j = 1..n, ∃dim = 1..p, x j,dim = NULL
and ∀dim = 1..p, ∃ j = 1..n, x j,dim = NULL where NULL
is an incomplete value in a given data set D. This situation
shows the ubiquity of incomplete data in the data we gath-
ered and processed in order to perform a clustering task and
thus, requires a clustering solution to pay attention to such
data incompleteness.
Unfortunately, no existing educational data mining work
has taken data incompleteness into account thoroughly
except for [24]. In this paper, our work follows the kernel-
based approach with vector quantization and the nearest
prototype strategy by proposing a robust and effective
incomplete educational data clustering algorithm, named
VQ_fk_nps, where we tackle data incompleteness in the data
space while doing clustering in the feature space. The rea-
sons for choosing kernel-based vector quantization are given
as follows. First, it uses a competitive learning mechanism
for grouping the similar objects into several single clusters
in the entire data space in a simple but intuitive way. Second,
it follows a kernel-based approach that is capable of generat-
ing the resulting clusters with non-spherical shapes inherent
in the data space corresponding to spherical clusters in the
feature space. Finally, it is an iterative clustering algorithm
that enables us to embed an incomplete data update phase in
an elegant manner without breaking the original clustering
procedure.
2.2 Making kernel-based vector quantization robust and
effective for incomplete educational data clustering
In this section, a kernel-based approach with vector quanti-
zation and the nearest prototype strategy is proposed to effec-
tively clustering incomplete educational data. The resulting
algorithm is named VQ_fk_nps (V ector Quantization for
data clustering in a Feature space using the Gaussian K ernel
function and the Nearest Prototype Strategy).
The foundations of a robust kernel-based approach with
vector quantization for effectively clustering incomplete
educational data
The foundations of our approach are based on the framework
proposed in [24]which is the generalization ofOCSFCMand
NPSFCM algorithms in [9]. This is because Hathaway and
Bezdek [9] has taken into account the ubiquity of incomplete
data in the same way as we found in the educational data
sets earlier discussed in Sect. 2.1. Besides, Hathaway and
Bezdek [9] defined a gentle objective-based approach for
both clustering and incomplete data handling towards the best
resulting clusters in an iterativemanner.Moreover,Hathaway
andBezdek [9] has embedded the fuzzy c-means algorithm in
steps 2–4 of OCSFCM algorithm completely in the original
state in each epoch. These characteristics facilitate the task
with any existing iterative algorithms in various clustering
approaches.
As previously defined along with the framework in [24],
K_nps is an incomplete data clusteringversionof the k-means
algorithm and S_nps is the one of the self-organizing algo-
rithm, both using the nearest prototype strategy. K_nps and
S_nps have been tested with the generalization of OCSFCM
and NPSFCM algorithms. Experimental results have shown
that the proposed framework and its algorithms seem to be
appropriate for clustering educational incomplete data sets.
Similarly, in this paper, which is an extended version of
[24], VQ_fk_nps is proposed and also dedicated to the edu-
cation domain. VQ_fk_nps is an incomplete data clustering
version of kernel-based vector quantization using the nearest
prototype strategy. The main difference between VQ_fk_nps
andour previous incomplete educational data clustering algo-
rithms, K_nps and S_nps, is the formulation of the clusters of
the similar objects in the feature space with the Gaussian ker-
nel function instead of that in the data space. This approach
will enable us to find the non-spherical clusters truly based
on the nature of the objects in the data space by means of the
simple, efficient, and intuitive unsupervised learning proce-
dure of vector quantization in the feature space. Therefore,
we expect to achieve the resulting clusters of better quality in
terms of compactness and separation. Besides, we generalize
the incomplete data handling approach in the preprocessing
phase as well as in the post-processing phase in the proposed
algorithm. As a generalized version of the incomplete data
handling approach in the preprocessing phase, VQ_fk_nps
starts clustering the objects with data completeness after the
initial updates on incomplete data using some existing data
cleaning method such as attribute means. As a generalized
version in the post-processing phase, VQ_fk_nps performs
the updates on incomplete data using the nearest prototype
strategy after the movement of the reference vectors closer to
their members. Furthermore, incomplete data update is made
in an iterative manner so that our incomplete data handling
process is optimized along with the optimization of the clus-
tering process for better clusters with an approximation of
incomplete data.
VQ_fk_nps: akernel-basedvectorquantizationapproach
to incomplete data clustering using the nearest prototype
strategy
In the following,wedescribe our incomplete educational data
clustering algorithm, VQ_fk_nps, using kernel-based vec-
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tor quantization proposed in [10]. VQ_fk_nps based on the
framework in [24] is composed of four main phases: initial-
ization phase, cluster update phase, incomplete data update
phase, and termination phase.
In the initialization phase, we replace all missing values
with the attributemeans in the complete data subspace so that
the initial clusters can be generated by vector quantization
with the corresponding data vectors which are now com-
plete. Phase 2 is a cluster update phase where the clustering
procedure is run in the feature space to find the clusters with
non-linear boundaries in the data space. This phase is mainly
employed from [10]where themean vectors are not explicitly
computed. Instead, the clustering procedure keeps track of
their members bymeans of a distancematrix d (k×n where k
is the number of clusters and n is the number of objects). Dif-
ferent from an entire distance update on the distance matrix
in [10], our work defines an incremental distance update on
an individual cell of the distance matrix. As we check the
convergence in step 2.2 right after the update of the clusters
in the feature space, the convergence of the clustering proce-
dure is preserved and guaranteed in our algorithm. It is based
on the stability of the resulting clusters reflected by the stabil-
ity of the distance matrix in the feature space. In phase 3, we
handle incomplete data directly in an iterativeway using their
clusters in the data space each of which includes the similar
data vectors. Thus, our scheme can conduct incomplete data
handling towards the final clusters. In phase 4, we prepare
for termination of the algorithm by returning the resulting
clusters as several groups of the similar data vectors that are
now completed.
Our incomplete educational data clustering algorithm,
VQ_fk_nps, is defined as:
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An evaluation of the proposed approach from the theo-
retical perspectives
In this subsection, we would like to highlight the properties
of our proposed approach from the theoretical perspectives
as follows:
• Regarding the complexity of the proposed algorithm, an
incremental update is performed to adjust the distance d1 j
in the distance matrix with respect to the best matching
between a current data vector X j and its corresponding
reference vector C1 as specified in (4) at step 2.1.2 of
the cluster update phase. This update follows a stochas-
tic gradient descent instead of standard gradient descent
which allows an entire update on the distancematrix after
all the objects are assigned to their appropriate clusters.
As a result, our learning process carries out an incremen-
tal update at a finer and faster pace as soon as we found
the correct cluster of each object in each epoch. This
might avoid stepping over the actual converging point
and increasing the computational cost of cluster formu-
lation through updating the distance matrix. Indeed, in
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our algorithm, the total number of distance updates in
each epoch is n because there is one update for the clus-
ter assignment of each object. This is quite efficient as
compared to the total number of distance updates on the
entire distance matrix in each epoch which is k × n.
• Reducing the randomness in initializationbymeansof the
clustering procedure with vector quantization is consid-
ered in the initialization phase of our proposed algorithm.
Consequently, our initial reference vectors in the data
space are the resulting reference vectors from vector
quantization in the complete data space. Such an initial-
ization helps stabilizing the convergence of VQ_fk_nps
speedily.
• In our opinion, the incomplete data update approach in the
nearest prototype strategy is a special case of that in the
optimal completion strategy regardless of fuzziness for
themembership of each vector. Therefore, for incomplete
data update, we prefer the nearest prototype strategy for
hard clustering to the optimal completion strategy for
fuzzy clustering. The reason from the practical point of
view is that in our education clustering task, we need
to distinguish the in-trouble students from the others so
that appropriate support can be provided to the students.
In addition, the employed clustering algorithm which is
kernel-based vector quantization belongs to the category
of hard clustering algorithms. Thus, our choice of the
nearest prototype strategy is made appropriately.
• As presented previously, our VQ_fk_nps algorithm has
an important inheritance from kernel-based vector quan-
tization to reach the resulting non-spherical clusters in
the data space in a simple, intuitive, and efficient learning
scheme. Above all, there is no need of a concrete explicit
mapping between the data space and the feature space.
This leads to no need of any explicitly transformed ver-
sion of either data vectors or their corresponding clusters
while the clustering procedure iteratively formulates the
clusters of the similar data vectors in the feature space. In
order to remain the effectiveness and efficiency of kernel-
based vector quantization, VQ_fk_nps has kept its spirit
in tact in each epoch and simply enhanced the cluster-
ing procedure with the aforementioned incomplete data
handling mechanism. Thus, VQ_fk_nps can be regarded
as an incomplete data clustering version of kernel-based
vector quantization.
3 Experimental results
For further evaluation from the empirical perspectives, we
present several experimental results in this section. The
experiments were performed on educational data including
study results of the undergraduate students enrolled in 2005–
2008 following the program in Computer Science in the
Table 1 Distribution of incomplete subjects over study years
Year of study Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
Incomplete subjects Total number 28,874 18,225 11,553
Percentage (%) 50.34 31.77 20.14
academic credit system at Faculty of Computer Science and
Engineering, Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology,
Vietnam, [3]. Three data sets were prepared corresponding
to 3 years of study from year 2 to year 4: data set “Year 2” for
second-year students, “Year 3” for third-year students, and
“Year 4” for fourth-year students. Each data set includes the
study results of 1334 students (i.e., n = 1334). Each vector
of a data set representing a student has 43 dimensions (i.e.,
p = 43) corresponding to 43 subjects.Missing grades appear
corresponding to incomplete subjects as detailed in Table 1
where the percentage of missingness in data set “Year 2” is
the highest and the one in “Year 4” is the lowest.
As for the algorithms, we used the following algorithms
for comparison with our proposed algorithm, VQ_fk_nps:
• K_an K_an is an algorithm that handles incomplete data
in the data preprocessing phase by replacing incomplete
data with the mean value at each dimension and then uses
k-means [17] on the resulting data set.
• VQ_an VQ_an is an algorithm similar to K_an using
vector quantization instead of k-means.
• ImpSOM ImpSOM is based on the self-organization
map learning algorithm [14]. It tackles data incomplete-
ness in the post-processing phase by means of the mean
value at each dimension of each cluster for missing data
in the same cluster after performing the self-organizing
map on the incomplete data set in the complete data sub-
space. This algorithm is adapted from one in [7].
• NPSFCM NPSFCM is the algorithm proposed in [9]
using the nearest prototype strategy for updating incom-
plete data while data clustering in the entire data space.
• OCSFCM OCSFCM is the algorithm proposed in [9]
using the optimal completion strategy for incomplete data
updates while clustering in the data space.
• rmVQ_fk_nps a variant of VQ_fk_nps is obtained by
using randomvectors in step1.2 of the initializationphase
as originally defined in vector quantization and using
an entire update on the distance matrix after the cluster
assignment of all the data vectors in step 2.1 of the cluster
update phase as originally proposed in kernel-based vec-
tor quantization in [10]. We include this variant in order
to check if our improvement on both vector quantiza-
tion and kernel-based vector quantization is empirically
appropriate.
• mVQ_fk_nps also as a variant of VQ_fk_nps,
mVQ_fk_nps is obtained by using an entire update on
the distance matrix after the cluster assignment of all the
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Table 2 Averaged results of 30
runs from each algorithm
Algorithm Xie_Beni S_Dbw
Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
K_an 1.11∗ 0.93∗ 1.24 0.57∗ 0.54∗ 0.46∗
S_an 0.68∗ 1.2∗ 1.01 0.56∗ 0.56∗ 0.49∗
VQ_an 0.68∗ 1.17∗ 1.12 0.56∗ 0.56∗ 0.49∗
ImpSOM 0.58 1.07∗ 1.33 0.51∗ 0.44 0.45∗
NPSFCM 2.36∗ 1.7∗ 2.07∗ 0.52∗ 0.46∗ 0.47∗
OCSFCM 0.98∗ 0.96∗ 1.1 0.47∗ 0.48∗ 0.45∗
rmVQ_fk_nps 0.83∗ 2.34∗ 6∗ 0.38∗ 0.48∗ 0.54∗
mVQ_fk_nps 1.68∗ 2.73∗ 5.21∗ 0.4∗ 0.54∗ 0.59∗
rVQ_fk_nps 0.91∗ 1.63∗ 5.13∗ 0.43∗ 0.48∗ 0.53∗
kVQ_fk_nps 0.53 0.88 0.96 0.33 0.46∗ 0.38
VQ_fk_nps 0.31 0.56 0.82 0.33 0.43 0.37
∗ Average values with significance level at 0.05 as compared with VQ_fk_nps
data vectors in step 2.1 of the cluster update phase as
originally proposed in kernel-based vector quantization
in [10]. Different from rmVQ_fk_nps, we include the
VQ-based initialization phase for this variant in order to
check if our improvement on kernel-based vector quan-
tization is empirically appropriate.
• rVQ_fk_nps a variant of VQ_fk_nps is obtained by
using random vectors in step 1.2 of the initialization
phase as originally defined in vector quantization. We
include this variant in order to check if our initialization is
empirically appropriate for reducing the unstability of the
converged clusters stemming from random initialization
in various runs of the kernel-based vector quantization
procedure.
• kVQ_fk_nps similarly, a variant of VQ_fk_nps is
obtained by using mean vectors from the k-means algo-
rithm in step 1.2 of the initialization phase. This variant
will help us figure out the appropriateness of our choice
of vector quantization to determine the starting point of
our clusters in the feature space.
As an extended version of the work in [24], we re-used the
choices of the parameter values for NPSFCM and OCSFCM
where the number c (or k) of clusters is 5 and the weighting
exponentm is 1.25. As for other parameter values of an initial
learning rate lr0 and the bandwidth σ , we used a trial-and-
error scheme which is quite tedious and thus, they will be
automatically determined in our future work. The value of
lr0 is 0.9 and the value of σ for “Year 2” data set is 1.15,
σ for “Year 3” data set is 2.11, and σ for “Year 4” data set
is 2.02. In addition, the stopping criterion is set for all the
experiments based on the stability of the resulting clusters or
the distancematrix in kernel-based vector quantizationwhich
is exactly the same as one in [9], which is 10−5. In order to
avoid randomness in initialization, each experimental result
for comparison in Table 2 is an averaged value calculated
from30 runs of each algorithm.Their corresponding standard
deviations are given in Table 3. Besides, several results for
K_an, ImpSOM, NPSFCM, and OCSFCM in Table 2 are
inherited from the corresponding results of our previouswork
in [24].
Regarding examining how well VQ_fk_nps clusters
incomplete educational data, we also used two internal
clustering validation measures well-known in unsupervised
learning: Xie_Beni and S_Dbw. Examined in [19], Xie_Beni
is popularly used for fuzzy cluster validity with the inter-
cluster separation defined as the minimum square distance
between cluster centers and the intra-cluster compactness
defined as the mean square distance between each object and
its cluster center. The smaller Xie_Beni, the better the resul-
tant clusters are.As analyzed in [16], S_Dbw is ameasure that
can examine the separation and compactness of the resulting
clusters with respect tomonotonicity, noise, density, subclus-
ters, and skewed distributions in data. The smaller S_Dbw,
the better the clusters are. More details about Xie_Beni and
S_Dbw can be found in [16]. In addition, One-Way ANOVA
was conducted with equal variances assumed for post hoc
multiple comparisons with Bonferroni at the 0.05 level of
significance. Levene Statistic is also included for a test of
homogeneity of variances. In Table 2, a star (∗) is used to
denote the mean difference significant at the 0.05 level in
comparison with the averaged results of VQ_fk_nps.
Presented in Table 2, the values of Xie_Beni and S_Dbw
from our algorithm, VQ_fk_nps, are always the smallest
ones with a very much difference from the results of the
other algorithms. In particular, the difference between the
fuzzy approaches and ours can be explained in such a way
that our educational data sets have many distinct groups of
similar students and thus, a choice of the nearest prototype
strategy is appropriate. This result is also consistent with
such a fact that we have got a small value (1.25) for the
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Table 3 Standard deviations
corresponding to the averaged
results of 30 runs from each
algorithm in Table 2
Algorithm Xie_Beni S_Dbw
Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
K_an 0.22 0.34 0.24 0.19 0.01 0.03
S_an ≈0 ≈0 ≈0 ≈0 ≈0 ≈0
VQ_an ≈0 ≈0 ≈0 ≈0 ≈0 ≈0
ImpSOM 0.26 ≈0 ≈0 0.09 ≈0 ≈0
NPSFCM 0.07 ≈0 0.33 ≈0 ≈0 ≈0
OCSFCM 0.31 0.38 0.59 0.08 0.06 0.07
rmVQ_fk_nps 0.85 1.7 5.34 0.04 0.09 0.12
mVQ_fk_nps 2.39 2.67 2.97 0.04 0.11 0.17
rVQ_fk_nps 0.91 1.2 3.62 0.06 0.04 0.12
kVQ_fk_nps 0.41 0.4 0.22 0.02 0.05 0.03
VQ_fk_nps 0.02 0.12 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.03
weighting exponent m in [24]. Considering the variance at
each individual measure, we observe a quite large range
for Xie_Beni and a small one for S_Dbw from different
approaches and algorithms except for VQ_fk_nps. Xie_Beni
shows the clearer distinction between the algorithms while
S_Dbw shows that distinction a little. Almost the differences
between VQ_fk_nps and the other approaches are significant
through a statistical test at the 0.05 level. Therefore, it can be
concluded that VQ_fk_nps is suitable for educational data
sets as compared to the others which have been examined.
Besides, Table 3 gives us the standard deviations correspond-
ing to the averaged results of 30 runs from each algorithm in
Table 2. Via the values of those standard deviations, there is
nomuch variance in the results frommany various executions
of VQ_fk_nps as compared to other variants of VQ_fk_nps,
leading to the fact thatVQ_fk_nps ismore stable than its vari-
ants. Nevertheless, the most stable algorithmswith almost no
variance are S_an and VQ_an. Such a stability of S_an and
VQ_an stems from the nature of the self-organizing learn-
ing process. As our algorithm performs the clustering of data
vectors in the feature space and tackles the incomplete data
handling in the data space, its stability might be influenced
although we considered this feature by reducing the random-
ness in initialization.
As compared to the resulting clusters from the variants of
VQ_fk_nps, the resulting clusters fromVQ_fk_nps are more
compact and separate from each other. In addition, all the
differences between these variants except for kVQ_fk_nps
are statistically significant. Such differences prove that the
design of our proposed algorithm,VQ_fk_nps, is empirically
sound. Regarding the statistically insignificant difference
from the results from kVQ_fk_nps, it is understood that the
initialization with k-means and the one with vector quanti-
zation are quite similar to each other. It seems to be certain
as the resulting clusters from both K_an and VQ_an have
the similar compactness and separation via the values of
Xie_Beni and S_Dbwmeasures. Hence, stabilizing the initial
clusters instead of random data vectors for the initial clusters
helps us to obtain the clusters of better quality. Regarding
the appropriateness of a distance update scheme in the fea-
ture space, VQ_fk_nps much outperforms rmVQ_fk_nps
and mVQ_fk_nps. So, our choice of an incremental dis-
tance update scheme on only the distance associated with the
winning cluster is confirmed to be more appropriate than a
standard distance update schemeon an entire distancematrix.
Generally speaking, VQ_fk_nps can perform the data
clustering task effectively on incomplete educational data
and produce the non-spherical clusters with higher com-
pactness and better separation in the data space through the
internal clustering validation measures such as Xie_Beni
and S_Dbw. As VQ_fk_nps always has the lowest values
for Xie_Beni and S_Dbw, such experimental results have
confirmed the robustness and effectiveness of VQ_fk_nps,
for handling different amounts of incomplete data in educa-
tional data sets. Using the resulting clusters, several concrete
groups of the 2nd-year students (or 3rd-year students or 4th-
year students) at the same level of study performance can
be determined and our support can be planned and provided
appropriately for each group of the similar students. Besides,
the resulting completed data can play a role of a good input
for other mining tasks including educational data classifica-
tion and association analysis.
4 Related works
For further comparison with the related works, this section
examines several existing works such as [1,2,7–9,23,25,27]
in incomplete data clustering. Among these works, Refs.
[1,2,9,23] updated incomplete data while doing data clus-
tering, Wang [25] translated incomplete data into so-called
fuzzy observations before generating clusters, and Cottrell
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and Letrémy [7] estimated incomplete data after attaining
clusters.
As one of the first works, Hathaway and Bezdek [9] devel-
oped four different strategies handling incomplete data in
fuzzy clustering: the whole data strategy (WDS), the par-
tial distance strategy (PDS), the optimal completion strategy
(OCS), the nearest prototype strategy (NPS) similar to OCS
except for using the nearest prototypes. As a kernel-based
extension to OCSFCM, a kernel-based fuzzy c-means algo-
rithm (KFCM) was proposed in [27] using a kernel-induced
metric in the data space instead of the conventional Euclidean
metric and the optimal completion strategy for incomplete
data handling. In comparison, VQ_fk_nps is different from
NPSFCM and OCSFCM in [9] and KFCM in [27] in the
following aspects. In Initialization phase, we suggested to
use a mean of all the known values at each dimension to
fill in incomplete data in VQ_fk_nps while OCSFCM and
NPSFCM algorithms had no mention of such a particular
initialization. In addition, VQ_fk_nps uses a kernel-based
approach to produce the clusters with arbitrary shapes while
those algorithms used a partitioning-based approach form-
ing only the hyper-spherical shapes of the resulting clusters.
Based on OCS and fuzzy SOM algorithm, Abidi and Yahia
[2] proposed OCS-FSOM and an extension of OCS-FSOM
called Multi-OCSFSOM. In these algorithms, a learning rate
is used as a fuzzy membership value of the current input vec-
tor in the output cluster. Besides, the algorithms in [2] require
the maximal iteration number for the learning process. This
might lead to an early convergence. Differently, our work
does not fix the number of iterations.
Wang [25] is another work based on SOM algorithm by
transforming incomplete data into so-called fuzzy obser-
vations. This approach depended on the domains at the
dimensions where missing values exist and a large number
of fuzzy observations would be generated for each input.
Based on SOM, Cottrell and Letrémy [7] clustered incom-
plete data in the complete data subspace by ignoring the
dimensions with missing values during the learning process.
After the learning process, missing value estimation is per-
formed using the (weighted) mean values of the class of each
vector. For a comparison with Cottrell and Letrémy [7], we
adapted this approach to obtain a simplified algorithm Imp-
SOM in the previous section. However, Cottrell and Letrémy
[7] might lose the details of the vectors to be clustered if the
number of dimensions withmissing values gets larger.More-
over, the missing data imputation was not tightly involved in
the cluster forming process.
As one of the most recent works, Vatanen [23] has pro-
posed a revision of handling missing values to the batch
SOM algorithm which is called Imputation SOM. Unlike
Refs. [7,23] did not ignore the missing values in the learning
process. Indeed, Vatanen [23] used the current value of the
corresponding prototype, i.e. a mean value, to fill each miss-
ing component of a vector. To some extent, the missing value
updates in [23] are similar to that of VQ_fk_nps. Differently,
instead of using the current prototype, VQ_fk_nps uses the
nearest prototype of each vector after the update of all refer-
ence vectors via the update of the distance matrix has been
done in the feature space. In [8], a SOM-based method has
been introduced for data imputation in incomplete datamatri-
ces. Although not focusing on the resulting clusters, Folguera
et al. [8] is somewhat related to a SOM-based incomplete data
clustering approach. Their method needs a part of complete
data vectors to pre-train a SOM and then impute incomplete
data. Thus, Folguera et al. [8] is not applicable to our work
because the educational application domain has the data sets
where there is no such a set of complete data vectors from
the 2nd-year, 3rd-year, and 4th-year students in an academic
credit system.Using themean shift algorithmas introduced in
[6],AbdAllah andShimshoni [1] consideredhandling incom-
plete data by means of so-called MDE distance; but did not
supply any incomplete data handling scheme.
Finally, among a large number of the existing works, it is
hard to foresee which incomplete data handling techniques
are certainly appropriate for a particular domain and also
work well with any existing unsupervised learning algo-
rithms. So, a study of handling incomplete data in a clustering
task is needed for obtaining an effective cluster model in gen-
eral and in the education domain particularly. In addition,
VQ_fk_nps has the merit of discovering the non-spherical
clusters of better quality in the incomplete educational data
sets by means of a kernel-based clustering process in the fea-
ture space. This approach has not yet been supported by any
existing works.
5 Conclusion
For educational decision making support, we would like to
early detect and support the in-trouble students who have
just spent two years, three years, or four years studying in
an academic credit system. This situation asks us to col-
lect their study results as soon as possible, leading to data
incompleteness that is one of the troublesome characteris-
tics of the data in analysis and mining tasks. Therefore, our
work has to deal with a so-called incomplete educational
data clustering task to discover some groups of the simi-
lar students based on their study performance at different
points in study time. As a solution to the task, a robust and
effective clustering approach based on kernel-based vector
quantization is determined along with the nearest prototype
strategy. The resulting clustering algorithm, VQ_fk_nps, is
elaborated anddiscussed in comparisonwith several different
approaches based on k-means, SOM, fuzzy c-means, kernel
fuzzy c-means, etc. Different from the existing general-
purpose solutions, VQ_fk_nps is more effective on the real
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educational data sets at various levels of data incomplete-
ness via internal clustering validation. It can generate the
non-spherical clusters based on the clusters resulted in the
feature space by a kernel-based vector quantization approach.
In addition, the data sets which got completed after clustered
can be utilized in other mining tasks.
As of this moment, we focus on which incomplete
data clustering approach is appropriate for our educational
domain by making kernel-based vector quantization robust
and effective. In the future, we will further evaluate our
approach for a more diversity of complete data sets. It is
also interesting to consider obtaining aparameter-free kernel-
based vector quantization approach whose parameter values
are automatically derived from the inherent characteristics of
each data set.
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